
September 5, 2021 

The Impossible Became Possible 
 

Baby sent this to me on September 1, 2021 at 6:46pm via WhatsApp 
 

2010 

The first time I met you 

You were just a stranger for me 

I didn't believe when they told me you want to adopt me 

everyone was telling me it not true 

because you have your daughter I can't be your daughter 

it was the first impression they gave me 
 

2015 

This year was magical and terrible 

Terrible was because my 3 surgery 

The magical was the impossible come possible 

2015 your parental love was there the time let me know you the good father  

you are the best person who care for everyone 

I remember when I pronounce the first word "DAD"  it was strange for me because I never had 

this person to call father 

After I was so cool and proud to call you “DAD” on this year I learn a lot about you 

You teach me how to swim 

You cook for me every morning 
 

2021 

Now because of you I can speak English 

I can go to school 

I have everything 

You help my sister 

You help my brother 

You help my uncle 

The most important thing I have is your love 

Now I really know you 

I'm really cool with even sometimes 

when you are angry and I’m afraid to talk to you 

Now I know I can do everything for you 

I can see what no one can see in you 

your sadness in front of your joy 

I love you Dad 

Have beautiful night 
 

Later she wrote: “Thank you so much Dad to accept me in your life. You are all to me.” 
 

This is the gift of Haiti. Ten years ago, while filming and editing MUD PIES & KITES, I wrote 

that Haiti was a school of life, a school of love…and so it has been. It is my true home.  



The Possible Becomes Impossible 
 

So far, we have raised $10,775 to rebuild Sr. Roselore’s school in the earthquake-stricken city of 

Les Cayes in southern Haiti. This amount is far more than I thought was possible to raise. I never 

imagined that getting the funds to Les Cayes would become impossible. The first plan for getting 

the money to Sr. Roselore was to simply drive the cash to Les Cayes. But as the amount donated 

kept rising, I knew it was far too dangerous to transport so much cash on the gang-controlled 

road out or Port-au-Prince. Besides, there is a limit to how much cash you can legally bring into 

Haiti. The was a long debate over whether to wire transfer the money to Dr. Deluc or to Gabens. 

Our bookkeeper kept saying it was best to transfer the money directly into the sisters or the 

school’s bank account to avoid any appearance of collusion. But for Sr. Roselore to withdrawn 

the funds, the signature of two nuns were required. The other sister who was a signatory on the 

account was on sick leave and would not return until October. The sisters needed the fund 

immediately to have any hope of creating a temporary school for the 700 kids to begin school this 

coming week. After many phone calls and discussions made difficult due to the problems of 

translation, we arrived at the decision to transfer the money directly in the sisters account in Les 

Cayes. The bank was not damaged. There was the issue of bank fees for converting dollars to 

gourdes that concerned Sr. Roselore, but there was nothing that could be done about it. 
 

So, with all that behind us, all we needed was the swift code, the account number, and the bank 

address and we would be all set. This was going to be the easy part. Not so much. Sister sent her 

doctor brother the information. He sent it to me. I sent it to the bookkeeper. The swift code 

consisted of a dozen letters of the alphabet. The bookkeeper filled out the required form and sent 

the wire transfer request, it was rejected. The bookkeeper sends wire transfer to Santa Chiara’s 

checking account all the time; she is very familiar with the procedure. It turned out the swift code 

was incorrect. The bookkeeper told me, I told the doctor, the doctor told his sister. Opps. Some 

where along the way of communicating the code one letter (P) was dropped. The chain of 

communication took time, as emails or WhatsApp messages were not often seen in a timely 

fashion. So, eventually, armed with the correct swift code, the bookkeeper sent a new wire 

transfer request to our bank in Florida. It too was rejected. The same laborious, time-consuming 

method of communicating was repeated. Before an answer could be found, the bookkeeper used 

some other tool at her disposal and found the correct swift code, which had one additional 

missing letter at the end. This was, in time, confirmed by Sr. Roselore.   
 

At long last, the money was on the way to Les Cayes. Not so fast. The third wire transfer was 

rejected. This now the fourth day of this process. It was Thursday afternoon. The bookkeeper 

goes to the bank in person. She was told this was just a standard security rejection because it was 

the first time she had transferred funds to that bank account. There are also sorts of security 

measures in place to prevent fraud. She was told to just try again, and it should be fine. The bank 

put some note in the account to smooth the way. The bookkeeper went home and sent the request 

to the bank. It was late in the afternoon when she sent it. Amazingly, on Friday morning she 

received a notice saying the request was denied. Everyone’s frustration level was rapidly rising. 

Back to bank the bookkeeper went.  
 



The bookkeeper is seated at the bank explaining all this to a different banker. The problem seemed 

to reside in the fact that the bookkeeper and I have different access codes to the bank account. We 

each have debit cards we use to make transactions at the bank, such as depositing checks. In over 

six years, I have never accessed the account on-line or used the debit card at the bank. When I 

withdraw cash for Haiti each month, I simply use my debit card associated my personal checking 

account. In the bank I use in Vero Beach (about 21 miles from home), the main teller knows me 

so well, I do not even need to use the debit card to verify my identity. I hand her an index card 

with the amount I need in various denominations. She knows not to give me any torn bills. My 

point is that I am completely out of the loop when it comes to the banking process. The 

bookkeeper handles everything. She issues detailed financial reports every month to the Board 

of Directors. She gives me highly simplified overview of the bank accounts and the credit card 

situation. In a glance, I know how many months of operating funds I have. For most of the last 

six years, it has only been a month or two. On occasion, I’ve had six to nine months on hand. 

Presently, we should be able to make it until the end of 2021. I have breathing room…until an 

emergency arises that unexpectedly gobbles up a big chunk of money. It has been a financial 

roller coaster ride. Back to the matter at hand. 
 

So, the bookkeeper and I have different access codes to the Santa Chiara checking account. The 

banker asked her for the access code. She gave him her access code. He actually was asking for 

my access code. When he entered the code she gave him, it triggered an automatic blockage to 

the account for security reasons. Her being blocked from the account was not immediately known 

to her. This is where the story took an unbelievable turn. The bookkeeper’s phone rang. It was a 

call from a nearby hospital. A very close friend had a heart attack. He had the hospital notify her. 

She was deeply upset and rushed from the bank to the hospital. Increasing her fear was the 

awareness that in 1995, her mother died in the hospital during Labor Day weekend. When she 

called to tell me about all this, she was sobbing. I told her to forget the transfer problems and stay 

focused on her friend. Nonetheless, when she got home, she continued to work on the bank 

problem because she saw that she was blocked from doing anything on the account. Suddenly, 

she was paralyzed from doing anything for Santa Chiara, such as paying off the credit card. 

Fortunately, she paid $5,000 on the credit card on Wednesday, so Gabens has enough of a credit 

line to do the food shopping on Monday. It was too late in the day for her to return to the bank. 

Worse the bank would be closed on Monday for Labor Day. She felt we could get around this if I 

had my SCCC debit card. I could not find it. I spent at least an hour empty all the drawers. 
 

Later Friday evening the bookkeeper and I had a series of long conversations about how we could 

resolve this problem. It was on thing nor being able to get the money to Les Cayes, but have no 

access to the Santa Chiara funds was a very serious problem. One plan had me driving to Ft. 

Lauderdale to go to the bank with the bookkeeper. That would essentially take a four-hour 

roundtrip drive plus at least an hour in the bank. Eventually we decided the best plan was for me 

to drive to the bank on Vero Beach, which is 21 miles from my home. The bookkeeper gave me 

the storyline to communicate to the banker and I brought with me all kinds of documents I 

thought might be helpful. I would give the banker a brief overview of the problem and the history 

of the accounts and I would ask the banker if I could call the bookkeeper and she would give a 

professional explanation of the trail of events and explain what needed to be done. 



 

I arrived at the bank at 9:15am. Along the way, the texted the bookkeeper saying, “It’s a beautiful 

day for banking.” When I entered the bank, I was happy to see that there were two of the normal 

five bank officers on duty and while both were dealing with customer, no one else was waiting. 

I was hoping that of the two officers, I would get the one with whom I had dealt with before in 

connection to my personal accounts. I got him. He’s from Mexico. He is patient, professional, and 

very calm. I nervously explained the problem. He agreed to speak to the bookkeeper if I put her 

on my phone’s speaker as he was not permitted to touch a customer’s phone. The bookkeeper 

did an excellent job explaining what had happened and telling him what she thought needed to 

be done. He said he could try to get the wire transfer problem resolved and to give us both access 

to the account. However, he had a scheduled appointment with a customer, so it might take more 

time than normal. The banker had to make a phone call to customer service at the bank 

headquarters. It took a bit of time. I had to personally answer a series of questions. I had to create 

a new password for the SCCC account. I will get a new SCCC debit card. The bookkeeper and I 

both have access to the account. I waited in the bank to make sure the bookkeeper could log into 

the SCCC account and gain access. She could. As to the wire transfer, she had to resubmit but it 

would not be processed until Tuesday, thanks to the Labor Day holiday. We decided to send 

$3,000. Once we know that the sister’s bank has received it and she is able to have access to it, we 

will send the balance of $7,775. 
 

I was euphoric. Delighted that both issues were successfully resolved. Adding to my joy was 

spotting a Starbucks not far from the bank.  
 

Doing good often becomes very hard, almost impossible. You encounter many roadblocks on the 

way to helping someone. Theories abound why this seems true. I have none to offer. But, usually 

good wins out. But not always. Life is a daily challenge. Only the degree of the challenge varies 

from person to person. Struggle and suffering are a normative part of life. All we can do is 

sprinkle in as my much joy and optimism as possible to smooth the road ahead.  
 

As I drove back to Ft. Pierce, I was completely relaxed. I was sipping my double latte and listening 

to a CD of Joshua Bell’s “Romance of the Violin,” when my phone rang. It was a Florida number. 

I answered the call. A female voice said, “Hi Gerry.” I did not recognize the voice. I asked, “Who 

is this?” The response shocked me. “It is Ecarlatte. I need to talk with you.” I said, “I am driving,” 

and hung up. I pulled off the Interstate 95 at the next exit. I stopped the car and blocked the 

number. I called a friend who knew all the agonizing details of the abuse I suffered from my 

relationship with Ecarlatte. I said, “I simply am not entitled to more than ten minutes of peace.” 

Her from her deeply upset me. I rattled off a string of the horrible things she did. My friend was 

aware of most of them. They had not recalled hearing that when she vacated the apartment, I got 

for her when she was ousted form Santa Chiara for a series of dreadful actions she took, she 

literally destroyed the furniture she could not move. We discovered that she had conducted 

Voodoo rituals in the apartment in which the fire she set actually charred the ceiling.  
 

I reflected on how in many ways she destroyed my life. After learning about her dual mental 

illnesses which she refused to acknowledge or treat, I felt more compassion than anger toward 

her. Still the pain was real and very deep. I never utter her name. If I must refer to her when I am 



in Haiti, I simply call her Billy’s mother. While I lamented being deceived by her from the very 

beginning, I find peace in the fact that without my disastrous relationship with her, I would not 

be in Haiti, would not have served all the kids, would not have found a deeper more satisfying 

meaning to my life. I just paid a high price for the chance to serve.  
 

When I got home, I found an email from the editors at Paraclete Press informing me that my book 

A Journey to Meekness did not meet their publishing needs. Oh well…at least I have access to our 

bank accounts and the Sisters in Les Cayes can begin rebuilding the school. 

 

A Straub Kid 
 

Dr. Deluc sent me this selfie photo he took of himself and Clare Marie on Friday. They were in 

the clinic at Santa Chiara. He was treating her for an eye infection. I called him to inquire about 

my kid, one of six kids who have my last name. He said she will be fine after a week of taking 

antibiotics. I told him that Clare Marie spent the first year of her life living with me on the second 

floor, just as Moïse is doing now, so she is very close and special to me. Any hint she sick, I get 

worried. He assured me she will quickly recover.   
 

 
 

Before my friend Nancy from Ohio helped us to establish the Sean O’Flynn Medical Clinic, a 

simple eye infection would have required me to spend hours at a hospital. One of countless 

miracles that happened along the way. The struggles have been great, but the rewards are greater 

still. 
 



And finally, I received lots of positive response to the last two Journals which were flashback to 

the troubles I was enduring a year ago in Haiti. One response truly comforted me. 
 

Dear Gerry, 
 

I must admit that last year I was very worried about your emotional wellbeing. Now 

that I have read some of your personal journals, I see how despondent you really 

were.  From the very beginning of your venture, I have prayed for you and all the 

children you are helping. I never doubted that God would lead you in the right direction 

if you stayed open to His will. Reading what you wrote last year reminds me of the very 

dark time in St. Mother Theresa’s life. While on a smaller scale, your immersion into life 

with the poor is very similar and just as overwhelming. It’s good for you to be able to 

look back and see how despite the darkness you were experiencing, God was still 

working in your life and brought to you people who likewise have a deep commitment 

to helping the children you have brought into SCCC. I know life will never be easy in 

Haiti.  There will always be obstacles to overcome, but I believe that emotionally you are 

in a much better place and will continue to do the work that God has called you to. Our 

prayers are always with you! 
 

Peace and blessings, 
 

 The weekend fun continues today as I travel 20 miles south to Stuart, Florida for my monthly 

covid test required for me to fly to Haiti on Wednesday. I can’t wait to get home so I can relax. 

 

 

 
 

 


